
Question Answer(s)

I have a question for Carol about researching the impact of covid.  I get regular tweets from NAS about the 
imapct of covid on individuals.  I have tweeted to ask whether there is any plan to look at the impact 
specifically on autistic parents?  Having children at home during lockdown and now again sporadically and 
unplanned when bubbles are isolated, is very disrupting and distressing, especially when respite is then 
lost.

Our “left stranded” reports on the impact on families, https://www.autism.org.uk/what-we-do/news/coronavirus-report, 
which shows how devastating lockdown has been on families.

Hello, can all those organisations help  people who are autistic but not being diagnosed? ( it is extremely 
difficult to get diagnosis nowadays).

Agree that it is really difficult to get a diagnosis, therefore The NAS does not require a diagnosis for services such as our 
helpline, transitions service etc.  Some more intensive services may need to have a diagnosis, but these are rare.  What is 
very important is that all services are person centred and respond to the individual persons needs.

Hi, my 17 yr old austistic daughter  and I were advised to apply for PIP last year. She also has some 
learning difficulties. We did this, spending hours submitting evudemce and paperwork. The interview 
process was extremely degrading, and stressful for her. I asked why she was being questioned the way she 
was, when she had a social communication disorder. It was awful. Two weeks later, she recieved a letter 
stating she had scored 'zero' in the interview, and therefore wouod receive no financial support. How is it 
fair that autistic applicants need to endure so many barriers to get any financial support? Having a 
physical disability can be very difficult to manage, but ita visible. Having hidden disabilities is so much 
more difficult to prove. Also, having to discuss why your brain doesnt work like other peoples is extremely 
degrading. Is there anything the NAS can offer in terms of supporting autistic PIP applicants through this 
discriminatory interview process? Thank you

This is a really concerning e mail.  We are very concerned that assessors don’t understand autism and particularly those 
people who don’t present in a traditional way (often the situation with girls)  They therefore therefore don’t really 
understand peoples needs and the impact .  We are lobbying to raise skills in assessors, and do some training with this 
group.  I would also suggest you look at appealing, and there are high numbers which are overturned at appeal stage.  
Our helpline may be able to help.

Im wondering if more support can be targeted in supporting adults with sensority sensitivities.  OT in UK 
support children but ive struggled to access support as an adult.

Its really hard to get as an adult, This is something I will bring up with our team who are speaking to NHS

Im wondering if organisations looking to recruit staff can be better informed in how to adapt their 
recruitment processes so these are more accessible to all.  Its difficult as a neurodiverse person to identify 
what adjustments are needed at interview and then to find yourself penalised for inherent challenges

There is a great resource on our website https://www.autism.org.uk/advice-and-
guidance/topics/employment/employing-autistic-people/employers which I hope may be helpful.

Can you give any advice for a university student facing anxiety about giving a presentation and the 
unpredictability of having to answer unknown questions after the presentation?

You are very welcome to email me. I have some tactics! I always like having questions written down and in a bucket - 
then a five minute comfort break whilst i read the questions...
reece@point-send.co.uk

I have anxiety, learning difficulty and was told would do nothing in my life which is totally wrong so 
relating with you. My daughter has been diagnosed with Asperger's and has high anxiety. It seems she 
hides it at schools but all comes out at home. It difficult to help her with high anxiety as she is extremely 
negative.

Sometimes negativity is a form of taking control. It is like preparing for the worst! Good news is always easy to handle!
Sending strength and respect to you too!

Remind me what’s PDA? Hi Mahmood, PDA stands for Pathological Demand Avoidance.  There's loads of information about it here:  
https://www.pdasociety.org.uk/

How do you give perepsetive? What language do you use (especially for primary age children)? It is very hard at that age! Through cartoons (that used to help me to learn), and through modelling your own feelings, 
although the developmental level of the child, as well as their chronological age is important...

How did you learn to deal with things better? It is a working progress, but the best thing I ever learned and surrendered to; was asking for help and accepting help!

I have a question please:  My 11 yre old son reocks a lot and moves his body a round the room, when he’s 
anxious or in deep thought in his own world.  It’s OK now, but I’m concerned when he grows big 
physically.  Any tips on how to change his rocking habits?

Don't try to change the rocking! It is a self soothing behaviour. I rock and stim! There is often a need for movement ans 
sensory feed. Of course, you may need to see how it delvelops, or guide it for safety going forwards, but try to find a way 
to support it! It goes way beyond being a habit!

do you remember what help you to become verbal as you told you was non verbal until was 6, please tell 
me as my son is 7 years old and still non verbal?
my question is with Reece

My parents stopped responding to my pointing, and started responding to sounds, then this progressed to speech! It was 
the only way I could get what I wanted!



when you talked about going to the shop and having to wear a mask, you spoke of running in your head 
how the conversation may go.  My son does this all the time & talks himself out of trying things because it 
may end up going wrong - how can you move forward from this anxiety

Try to create positive experiences (peak end experiences). We will always have a tendency to be this way, but with a little 
support - we will grow in strength! The anxiety will always be there, but just needs diluting with plenty of joy and safety!

Hi Reece , thank you very much for your inspiring talk ! I am a parents of a boys with autism. Do you have 
any advice for parents on how to manage their anxiety ? I worry about how my son will turn out , if he will 
be independent, if he would have friends and family. Thank you .

Stay strong! Yes, it is very hard for parents! I know this now... I wish that I could have helped my mum more... Autism can 
often come with an emotional delay from 3 - 5 years! I was so fr behind with my emotional development! This difference 
at 6, means that you could be at the stage of a 1 year old. When you are 35 with a mental and emotional age of 30 - it 
makes no difference! It will be OK :) Thank you for your lovely words!

Hi Reece, I am autistic and anxious continually. How to do in order to avoid Anxiety to rule your life, and 
actually let you have a life?

It is always hard! The struggle is real! Routine and good freinds! These make my life bearable and at times joyful!

Do you remember how you coped with difficult situations until you became vocal? With anger mostly!
My 17yr old son can't seem to identify with being anxious. He struggles with any emotions. How could I 
help him to see his anxiety?

I used to translate all emotions into anger. It took me ages to start to split feelings off into dofferent nuances! It is why I 
used to fight all the time at school!

Thank you Reece for a really interesting talk - very pleased to hear your recommendation of strength 
based learning which I recommend regularly to teachers I support referring to a 'Special Project' around a 
topic of interest. I can now back this up with your experience too - thank you :-)

Aw thank you so much! Check out www.ppnetwork.org
It is dedicated to Positive Psychology Approaches

just wanted to say - I think your amazing - my son is a science wizz - it's his outbursts & unpredictability 
that's the worse . Finding ways to help him self sooth - any advice??

Aw thank you! It will take him time to get control over his emotions. They are lived in the moment intensley without any 
of the inhibitors such as understanding of consequence or embarassment. This will come in later with gentle coaching 
and modelling at the right time (never during the outburst)! STay strong!

Have you written  any books ? I am working on my first book on courage and autism :)
Hi Reece,
My son is 12 years old autistic and dyslexic, he juste hate school but love learning and his friends, any 
advice please

Stay strong and stay with it! The joy in learning will kick in through college / uni!

Hi Reece, you have been so helpful. I sometimes feel my son doesn’t know what has made him feel 
anxious, is it that he can’t express it or are there times when you just can’t define it?

SO much of the time it is a feeling all over the body! You don't know why!
Thank you! Stay strong!

My daughter has mild Autism she is 8 years old when I asked for something or ask her what’s happen, she 
answered me she does not remember. It is any explanation

It is easier to say that rather than to get into a conversation! I used to say "i don't know" whenever someone asked me 
what  want for dinner

What puzzles me is how is he able to on the one hand to do things that terifies most neuro-typical people 
such as speak to thousands of people at International conferences but not able to control other fears that 
appear relatively simple?  such as leaving the house?

I find one to one meetings so much more terrifying than speaking to a group of people where there is an onformational 
context :)

Reece. I was mute as a young child, and drew pictures, often on walls, not paper, and I got severely 
punished.
As an adult, I am an artist, author, body therapist and SEND careers adviser. How can I talk about my 
story...

Huge hi five to you! I would imaging that these guys at the NAS would love for you to share it at the next conference! 
That would be a grest way to start!

Reece - you referred to occasions when you have had an "autistic shutdown"; can you elaborate on what 
this entails, or what might have triggered it?

I zone out so completely! Everything goes dark and i feel that I cant move! I usually lie down against a wall! It is where my 
energy gets low, as opposed to my emotions running high (which can lead to a meltdown)

Hi Reece, as a parent of 13 years old autistic son, I was wondering how you manage personal relationshps I may write a book on my misadventures one day! It has not always been easy for sure! It gets easier the ore you learn, 
and of course the right person is also fundamental!

We are fighting for diagnosis for my 10 year old daughter at the moment, currently unsuccessfully! 
Anxiety is a big problem for us but support just isn't available.  What would be your top tip for talking 
through the extreme side of things. For example she is scared she will die through the night and so wont 
sleep and we have to be awake when she is asleep.

I really resonate with this! Information and statistics, and understanding how unlikely it is can help! Perhaps even a sleep 
app can help!

Do you have problems switching off at night? OMG YES!!! All the time! I read, which can help, or write things thst I have to do into a notebook!



Hi Reece, I'm wondering how your if any experience and opinion on social media usage affects your 
mental health, and that of others on the spectrum? Also, what ae your views on Pathological Demand 
Avoidance? Thank you for all you are and do!
From Matty, Philosophy student!

Hey Matty, I no longer have any social media whatsoever. It can be such a horrible place, with so many people making 
aphorisms / and epigrams, and demonstrating epistemological and ontological errors; I just get triggered all the time!
I think there is something in this for sure...

What is your view of parents choosing not to tell their children about their diagnosis. Do you think it is 
helpful/unhelpful for young children?

Such an interesting question. I suspect that it depends on the stage. They need to be able to grasp the positives - rather 
than just feel negatively different! As a concept, I sway towards helping them embrace the gifts, and therefore telling 
them (at the right time etc)

What is your view on CBD oil for Autism? I don't know much about it yet - but interestingly looking at some of the research!
I've long been confused where the boundary lies, if any, between terminologies re tics and stimming. Are 
you saying that if someone blinks or twitches/nods their head or taps or twitches their finger that this is in 
fact touretic?

Mine merge! My blinking can be tics! My vocalisations are also tics, but also as a result of environmental stresses such as 
too much light and sound! I get light flashes with some noises and noises with certain lights! Yes it could be in answer to 
your question!

Is jigging of legs part of this too? For me, rocking and leg jigging is part of my autism where i am looking for sensory feed!
You have already touched on this to a degree, but what are your thoughts around the use of stimulants as 
a way of calming anxiety (because it brings the body speed in line with the mind). Things like coffee and 
energy drinks.

I smoke cigars, a pipe and do the whole caffeine thing, they all help, but can impact on sleep! I have to get the timing 
right...

What do you think is the best way to correct a 5 yr old if he/she becomes aggresive? Only correct when they have returned to a green state. States run from Green, Amber, Red, and then they have to go 
through a Blue calming stage before it comes bacl to Green. Never even correct in the Blue stage - as they can go back to 
red! There isn't an easy answer to this!

have you ever gone through the experience of a close friend ignoring and cutting you off? and if so how 
did you deal with this? as I am still confused fused about what exactly caused this and I messaged the 
person twice with no reply. yesterday they were straight past me at the local shop and it really brought 
back the intense feelings of hurt and confusion.  I am not quite sure how to handle this and to stop it 
replaying in my mind. People tell me to just leave it and get over it but I just can't seem to as to me I don't 
understand how this person could be this way towards me after years of friendship

I was bullied at school. I still find it hard to connect with people. I think sometimes I upset and exhaust people through my 
honesty, and tendency to lecture them at times. I have had a couple of freinds avoid me for a period of time. Luckily - 
they eventually got over it. I would suggest sending them a concise message letting them low that you don't understand 
why this has happened, and that you are sorry! Let them know that you want to remain friends, but make sure that you 
give them space rather than bombard them with messages (which may push them further away). Thats what I did, I 
bombarded with messages because it was all that I could think about!

Great presentation Reece, thank you! Any tips for supporting students with GCSE English 
Literature?Always lots of issues with such an abstract subject.

Let them pick the books! :) (Not always as simple as that, I know)

Our 13-year old was recently diagnised with high functioning ASD. She is a bright girl, but suffers from 
very low self-esteem and severe anxiety. On top of it all, she has an eating disorder resembling anorexia. 
She is at the bottom 1% BMI, being 161cm tall and just 38kg. An example of her anxiety: She would like to 
retrieve her Spanish notebook from Year 7, but is terrified to even write a simple email to her former 
teacher. How do we encourage her and build up her confidence?

Create as many experiences which end positively! I totally get it! I regularly run out of fuel because I put off filling up my 
tank through anxiety! There isnt a cure, but your resillience levels can be built over time with gentle coaching!

Stay strong!

do you recomend any online tools to help the communication (easy read) and to prompt the support? Hi Reuben, thanks for your question-  The Helen Sanderson website is helpful for person centred planning tools which can 
help prompt concervastions about support http://helensandersonassociates.co.uk/

social stories would also be really useful Here is the link to some further information https://www.autism.org.uk/advice-and-
guidance/topics/communication/communication-tools/social-stories-and-comic-strip-coversations

for a young person at uni who is living at home currently but wants to try living on site how can we ensure 
they have support with daily personal care (keeping clean, taking medication) and cooking (buying food, 
safely cooking).  I don't think this comes under disabled student allowace

Hi Wendy- you could ask for the young person's needs to be assessed by social care and see if they are eligible for 
support. If you wanted to get in touch with the transition support helpline this is something we can give you further 
information on.

My child’s school ( included the school’s SENCO) still refuses to draw a Care Plan for my child’s needs, they 
said because my child was not given diagnosis just autism assessment... how can I get them to help my 
child?

Hi Helena, Have you tried calling the NAS education rights helpline? They are the experts in the area and will be able to 
give you further advice on this

Is there a link to this video? I want to share it with my autistic child when he is back from school Hi Maria, yes you can find this film and others here:  https://actforautism.co.uk/info/films/

Would you be able to provide a link to the video you played earlier please? Hi Marian, you can find that video and other great short films here:  https://actforautism.co.uk/info/films/

To Tessa: where can I find a school which would help my child with his autism struggles and whether such 
a schools accept autistic children without diagnostic “paper”?

Best place to go first is the local authority to find out about whether or not a diagnosis is needed at the specific schools in 
your area



My daughter says she can feel every drop of her menstruation period. Is there something I can do in order 
to help her cope?

Talk about it with her,  Explain what’s actually happenning in her body and see if your doctor can give her some pain 
relief. Can she distract/direct the sensation to a squuze ball or other sensory object

My son was diagnosed at the age of 16 (he's 17 now) after 11 years of badgering CAMHS. We have never 
really had support for him. We are  struggling with him, how would you suggest we start using the 3 c 
pathway?

Go to our website where you can download the booklet, if you can't ccess it, email us at info@actforautism.co.uk and we 
will send you the pdf

Really useful. Thank you. Could you let me know what the programme of events is this week? Also how do 
we access recordings we missed?

Hi Mary, 

The full programme of events can be found here:  www.autismlearns.co.uk.

The slides and recordings will be made available at the end of the week on our website. You'll be sent a login and 
password to access them and they will be available for 30 days. Kate

Hi Ladies. Thank you for that session. How is best to direct teachers towards more information and 
training, who have been denying my 10 year old daughter shows anything until we finally got back to 
school and got an OT into the classroom to observe. The school is a small village school who have never 
dealt with a girl with autism who masks. Thank you x

Can I suggest you show them the film and invite them to do the 30 minute online workshop on our website under the 
title workshop.

my son appears to get on fine at school and does well with his work, but he masks and let's it all out at 
home. is there a way that I can get the school to work with me and to recognise his difficulties despite 
appearing to be ok in school,? I feel that they don't see it and so don't understand the extent of his 
struggles and underlying emotions and frustrations.

invite them to access our online training which is FREE and takes the teachers 30 mins to complete. Email us for any other 
question, we can also do online interactive training details are all on our website

Hi sorry i missed a lot of this morning sessons. when and how can i catch up on these? Hi Louise, 

The slides and recordings will be made available at the end of the week on our website. You'll be sent a login and 
password to access them and they will be available for 30 days. 

Kate
Thank you! It seems she’ll never fully fit in, it’s just a matter of creating a coping mechanism and building 
up resilience.  We live in Northeast Derbyshire, just outside Sheffield - any idea of resources or 
organisations in this area you know of or can recommend?

South Yorkshire autism may be able to help

It's so interesting to me that you attribute certain physical actions to environmental stresses like light and 
sound. Whenever I've noticed such things as occasional bursts of blinking, head nods and leg twitching in 
my family I don't recall there being any externally-observable environmental trigger so I have always 
assumed it is more of a self-soothing kind of response to a social or conversational anxiety-trigger.

Thank you for that feedback. I think it can be many things.

What strategies would you suggest to try with a child who has visual-verbal agnosia? Hi there visual -verbal agnosia is to do with comprehension so delays so you could look at way sin which they do learn 
other than books, reading - you could look at tinted lenses, coloured light bulbs etc.

My 5 year old son likes waving long objects (sticks,pencil, straws,spoons) to cross his eyes. It keeps him 
calm but it worries me when his eyes are crossed for some time. He also likes bright lights, what type of 
vision perception does this fall in?

Visaul agnosias and sensory perception.  That is also to do with with not being able to take in visual information with 
coherence. I recomend Olga Bogdashinas books and Donna Williams.

I found your differences interesting between aspergers and autism? But how does that relate now? I've 
recently been diagnosed and they do not use bracket terms like aspergers now, instead just used 
"autism".

Hi Sure if you type on google -  blog Donna Williams autism and asperger's fruit salads she breaks down the differences 
(information processing, personality types, mental health).

Hi, my name is Joanna, I got diagnosed on the Autism Spectrum - simply named ASD, age 33 in December 
2019. Why have some of the terms related to Autism such as "Aspergers" nowerdays obsolete?

Hi Joanna It is however through Donna's work she say differences in presentations over the years of consultancy if you 
type Donna Williams autism fruit salad blog she explains the differences and breaks them down. :-)

can we have your contact information please Rebecca, as this is really interesting Dr Rebecca Wood
 Senior Lecturer in Special Educa on

University of East London
@thewoodbug
r.wood@uel.ac.uk



we got a diagnosis of ASD for our 17yr old son, a year ago. We have had him labelled as 'naughty'. I am 
trying to work with the college to put support in for him. What key words do you think I should use?

Hi Tracy,

Another attendee has suggested  this:

Dr Luke Beardon
Autism & Asperger Syndrome in Adults (Overcoming Common Problems)
potentially helpful for the person speaking with sons college I think

Hi
I have a son struggling in mainstream. (he is intelkectually very able)Your school would be perfect. Should 
I look for SEN school? Im having to resource sicial skiils etc privately . Thoughts on home schoolibg?

I think it is really difficult ot give specific advice around a young person that I have never met. Generally I would suggest 
that for young people who are functioning at a higher level they would either be best placed in a Mainstream School, a 
mainstream school with a centre and in the centre provision or in the cases where they are really struggling with all the 
things that a mainstream school expects, a special school for high functioning young people. I don’t necessarily feel that 
home schooling is a help as it tends to mean that there is no social oppportunities for learning and the last thing we want 
to do is narrow life chances by impacting on the ability to cope in the local community.

Is it possible/helpful to suggest an alternative, less socially obvious stim to help with social interaction? Hi Jo, I think this will depend on the individual. If the less obvious stim works to the same effect, then perhaps you could 
introduce it.  Or a fidget or sensory toy can be helpful as an alternative. But if the result is that the individual doesn't get 
the calming effect or that making them self-conscious about something that was originally soothing, then you need to be 
really careful.  It will definitely depend massively on the individual and also how you introduce it with them.  I hope that 
help?


